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Introduction
We own an Australian built Bailey Rangefinder Comet and when the caravan was built we had the
drawbar extended by 450mm so that we could have 2 storage boxes placed onto the front of our van.
We store our Baby WeberQ in one of these boxes and we unfortunately do not have the luxury of
“sliding out” the barby whenever we want to use it.
So we’ve been taking the barby out of its storage box and placing it on a potable table to do our cooking.
This table needs to be levelled every single time it’s used; generally with rocks and twigs etc. This has
been an absolute pain, so I decided to design and construct a platform which fits onto of these storage
boxes. This means that the barby will always be level (as the van is level) and at a preferable height to
cook on. The result is below…

The new barby platform fitted to our Bailey Rangefinder Comet caravan

The “platform” is totally portable and simply folds up for storage and takes about 30 seconds to
assemble. It’s basically made out of aluminium, so is really lightweight but still strong enough to support
our Weber BabyQ.
The reason I have created this document is because so many people have asked questions like…

QA-

How can I get one?

QA-

Will you make one for me please?

QA-

Where did you get the parts to build it?

Make it yourself using the information in this document. You may be able to get a metal
fabricator to construct it for you BUT you will probably need to change the mounting system to
suit your caravan and/or vehicle.
Easy answer - NO. You couldn’t afford my labour costs 

I am a bit of a “bower bird” so a lot of it came from stuff I already had lying around. Otherwise it
should all be available from Bunnings. A parts list is available on page 13.

Cheers - Neil Alexander



touringwombats@gmail.com
www.touringwombats.com
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Some important points to consider
1.

The storage boxes we have on our caravan are pretty unique in that they were specially built. To
accommodate them, the drawbar was extended by 450mm during the chassis construction to
allow the tow vehicle to perform a tight turn without the boxes striking the rear of the vehicle.


If you are considering having boxes like ours built for your caravan ensure that you have
enough room on your drawbar - you don’t want to smash a tail-light when making a tight
turn!
TIP - a (genuine) new tail-light for our 2017 Toyota 200 series Landcruiser is about $485

2.

The design would be pretty simple to change so that you can run the supporting arms from the
chassis A-Frame instead of how ours run out of the storage box. See page 15 for some examples.

3.

Our design ensures we will never set up the barby underneath our awning; as the location has
clean air above it; i.e. not a possible fire hazard

4.

The design also allows us to incorporate a really strong security cable with an accompanying
strong padlock. You should consider doing the same if using our design or your own.

5.

I used my Triton Workcentre saw-bench to cut the majority of materials, using a 40 tooth
235mm tungsten tip blade. A hole-saw was used to cut some of the holes and an electric jigsaw
cutter was used to cut curves etc.

Warning: Please take care using power tools to cut aluminium; they should cut it OK but you must be
careful of saw “kick-back” especially with the jigsaw and ALWAYS wear eye and hearing protection.
If you don’t own a saw-bench or are not all that confident cutting with power tools then take your
design to a friend that is competent or a take it to a metal fabricator.
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Construction Details
NOTE All dimensions shown are in mm.
This design should be used as a guideline - adjust it however you want to meet your needs 

Support Arms
I started out by creating these using 25mm square steel tubing, welding all the bits and pieces together
but the resulting weight was about 5kgs so I looked for another solution and found this anodised
aluminium tubing in Bunnings which uses a click together method. Its total weight is less than ½kg.
1.

2.

2 lengths of 25 x 25 x 1.4 anodised black aluminium were purchased…


1 @ 1200



1 @ 1800 - cut 2 pieces from this @ 1200 (for 2nd support arm) & @ 425 (for end support)

Each support arm has a 8 x 6 notch cut in it to accommodate the piano hinge used in the
platform.

2 support bars are required with end cap on 1 end of each

3.

The Support arms are joined by the End Support shown below. This is cut at 425mm and has a
90° Elbow inserted in each end.


Ensure that you shave, or file, off the barbs on each of the four sides as shown below
because you need the elbow to slide in and out of the support arms when assembling and
pulling down the framework when it’s time to pack it away.

Cut @ 425 & ensure you file down the 4 barbs as shown above (so elbow easily slides into each support arm)
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Mounting Brackets
NOTE This is where my design may different to yours, so I have provided another possibility in the
appendices on page 15 or get your “creative juices” flowing and design your own .
I found some steel tubing laying around in the shed that allowed the aluminium support arms to neatly
slide through them so then set about making some brackets to fit onto the sides our storage box.
The insides of the tubing must be left totally clear for the arms to slide through so I welded a backing
tab, as shown below, which was then pop-riveted on the sides of the storage box.

4 brackets are needed

 2 brackets are fixed to each side of the storage box
 The rear brackets have closed in ends so the support arm comes to a stop when fully inserted

This is how the brackets are fitted to the (both sides of) storage box using pop rivets
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Platform
The platform is what the Weber BabyQ sits on.
It is cut from the 1st 900x600 sheet as shown in the cuts diagram shown on page 14.
NOTE All parts were glued together using Gorilla Grip 5 minute Epoxy (see more on page 17).
Ensure that surfaces being glued are “roughed up” to promote adherance.
1.

It was made to be 700mm wide but actually could be wider as the wind break I created makes it
difficult to operate the Weber’s heat control knob; more on this later.

2.

The 700mm x 500mm platform base was cut across the centre to allow it to be folded for
storage. A piano hinge was used across the centre to join the 2 sides together

3.

25mm x 20mm aluminium angle was used on 3 of the 4 sides to provide strength for the
aluminium plate as it’s only 1.4mm thick

4.

A slot has been cut to facilitate the gas line and security cable (for locking it all up).
A 30mm hole-saw was used to cut a hole then a jig-saw was used to cut the straight bit.

Barby platform (top view)

Barby platform (underside view)
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Piano hinge for the platform
Cut the aluminium piano hinge to 700mm; for joining the 2 halves of the platform together.
It is glued to the base of the platform using the Gorilla Grip Epoxy.
 The piano hinge is glued to the underneath of the platform base and needs to be centred
under the 2 parts of the base as shown in the image below.
 This process needs to be undertaken on a flat surface.
 Allow the glue to properly dry (24 hours!)

NOTE Make sure that you “rough-up” both surfaces being glued as shown in the image below.

All surfaces being glued must be “roughed up” before being glued together

Use some packers to raise the panels off the workbench top to allow room for the G-Clamps along with
a length of wood on both sides of the surfaces being glued to hold it all together while the glue dries.
TIP: Use gladwrap between the lengths of wood & aluminium to avoid joining them too.

Gluing the panels to piano hinge using G-clamps and wood packers

Aluminium angle
Cut the aluminium angle as per the dimensions
shown above and glued them to the base of the
platform using the Gorilla Grip Epoxy. This needs to
be done on a flat surface using the same process used
above.
The 25mm section is glued to the base with the
20mm section left poking up to hold the windbreak.
NOTE Make sure that you “rough-up” both surfaces
being glued as shown in the image above.
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Windbreak
The windbreak begins in 3 pieces and is joined together using 2 lengths cut from the left-over piano
hinge.
The 3 pieces are cut from the 2nd 900x600 sheet as shown in the cuts diagram shown on page 14.
The completed windbreak is designed to fit into the aluminium angles on the 3 sides of the platform.
TIP: Fully assemble the platform base and once the glue is dried on the piano hinge and aluminium
angle sections before proceeding with the windbreak. Your completed platform base may not be
“exactly” the same as mine and the dimensions shown may need to be slightly altered to the
respective length of your new rear panel (688mm in the example below) so that the completed
windbreak fits snugly into the platform. i.e. Check the inside dimension of your platform base.

Back panel of windbreak
1.

1st cut is 295mm for the height as shown in the cuts diagram shown on page 14.

2.

2nd cut is 685mm (the 5mm difference is to allow a snug fit inside the base).

3.

A section needs to be cut out of the middle section to facilitate the opening & closing of the
Weber BabyQ’s lid as shown in the photos below…

 Use the dimensions below as a guide. Change them as needed, but they fit my barby nicely.
 I cut the 30mm radii with a hole-saw then used an electric jig-saw to cut the rest of the
section out.
 Round over any sharp corners with a file.

Back panel of windbreak – inside view
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Left wing of windbreak
1.

1st cut is 295mm for the height as shown in the cuts diagram shown on page 14.

2.

2nd cut is 448mm for the length of the left wing

3.

3rd cut is 448mm for the length of the right wing - put it aside for later.

4.

Cut the rounded end.
 I used a compass to mark out a 50mm radius then cut it with an electric jig-saw.
o You could also use any round container (e.g. 1 litre paint can) to mark the arc.
 Clean up the cut with a file marking a nice round curve.
 Round over any sharp corners with a file.

Left wing of windbreak – inside view
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Right wing of windbreak
1.

Take the 3rd (295 x 448mm) piece previously cut and cut a radius as done with the left wing.
NOTE If you are using the same dimensions as I have then you will need to cut an access hole so
that you can operate the heat conrol knob of the Weber BabyQ.

2.

Cut the 50mm radius access hole as shown in the image below.
 I drilled a 10mm hole then carefully used my electric jig-saw to cut out the hole.
o Be extremely careful of any kick back from the electric jig-saw - do it in stages
 Clean up the cut with a file marking a nice round hole.
 Round over any sharp corners with a file.

Right wing of windbreak – inside view

MAKE A DOOR FOR THE ACCESS HOLE
This is totally optional; but I cut a 120mm wide door to cover the access hole from one of the aluminium
sheet offcuts and fitted it to the right wing with a small bolt and “Nyloc Nut” so that it can easily be
swung open and closed.

Swinging door made to cover access hole
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Assemble the windbreak
1.

Cut 2 pieces from the remaining piano hinge 273mm long (each).
 It is 22mm shorter than the height of the panel to allow it to sit over the aluminium angle
sides of the platform base.
 The hinges are glued to the outside/back of the windbreak panels and are level with the
top/upper edge of the panel.

2.

The windbreak is assembled by gluing the pieces together using the Gorilla Grip Epoxy.
NOTE Make sure that you “rough-up” both surfaces being glued as shown in the image below.

All surfaces being glued must be “roughed up” before being glued together

 The gluing needs to be done in 2 stages on a flat surface (i.e. left wing then right wing).
 Use some packers to raise the panels off the workbench top to allow room for the G-Clamps
along with a length of wood on both sides of the surfaces being glued to hold it all together
while the glue dries.
 Left wing to rear panel using the 1st piano hinge and allow glue to properly dry (24 hours!)
 Right wing to rear panel using the 2nd piano hinge and allow glue to properly dry (24 hours!)
TIP: Use gladwrap between the lengths of wood & aluminium to avoid joining them too.

Gluing the panels to piano hinge using G-clamps and wood packers

Once completed the windbreak can be fitted to the platform base as shown below…

The finished product with windbreak fitted
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Lighting
The set-up needs adequate lighting. There is nothing worse than checking the snags are properly cooked
when you cannot see in the dark.
We found this Arlec Ritter Sensor Solar Wall Light in Bunnings for $23.00 and it comes in white or black.
The amount of light this thing puts out is amazing. You just need a means of setting it up above the
barby.

We used a metal pole and fitted a bracket to it and it works a treat. Details are below…

USE A METAL POLE AND SCREW IT INTO THE PLATFORM FRAME
NOTE Before proceeding - determine how you will fit the pole to the platform. I used a “tap & thread
tool” to cut a 7/16” thread on the pole and bracket I placed in the support arm.
TIP: If you can’t cut threads then consider the alternative option outlined on page 16.
It will cost about $9.00 more.
 Parts:
o Metal Mate 10mm x 1m Galvanised Steel Round Solid
o 1 required. Cost = $ 5.68
 Measure 900mm from one end and bend the rod at 90 degrees
 Using a “tap & thread set” “tap” a suitably sized (male) thread on end of rod and then “tap” a
matching (female) thread in the support arm.
 Fit the light bracket’s backing plate to the newly bent end using rivets long enough to fit
through both (you may need to trim the rod to fit the plate).
 Mount the lights slide-on fitting to the backing plate using rivets long enough to fit through
both.
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Assembling the platform for use
1.

Slide the right and left support arms into their supports

2.

Complete the support frame by inserting the support end into each arm

3.

Place the platform onto the support arm frame. Ensure the piano hinge drops into the cuts made
in the support arm

4.

Place the Weber BabyQ onto the platform, dropping the gas line through the cut-out on LH side

5.

Place the windbreak onto the platform

6.

Insert the light pole and fit the solar panel light

7.

Add your security cable to the barby and frame and lock it up with a good padlock.

8.

Connect the barby and you’re ready to cook

Pulling it down & packing it away
The process is just a reverse of the set-up outline above.
The windbreak folds into itself and the support platform folds in half.
You should also find that the windbreak fits nicely inside the folded support shelf.

The completed Barby Platform folds in half for storage

The windbreak also folds up for storage
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APPENDIX
Parts List
These are the parts you would need to purchase to build our of barby platform design. As already
mentioned I already had a lot of parts on hand (lying around in the shed) so had a large reduction in
total cost. These parts are indicated with a red asterix *.
TIP: If you are looking to save money and are looking for the parts try a second hand metal dealer for
the aluminium plating. I already had some old signs made from aluminium, cleaned them up and
saved $174.80
Part Description

Image

N°

Cost per

Total

Metal Mate 900 x 600 x 1.2mm Aluminium Propeller Plate

2

$ 87.40

* $ 174.80

Metal Mate 25 x 20 x 1.6mm 3m Aluminium Unequal Angle

1

$ 20.80

$ 20.80

Goliath 1.2 x 44 x 1800mm Aluminium Piano Hinge

1

$21.00

$ 21.00

Gorilla 25ml Clear Epoxy Glue

2

$ 15.90

$ 31.80

Connect-it 25.4 x 25.4 x 1.2mm 1.2m Black Anodised
Aluminium Square Tube

1

$16.00

$16.00

Connect-it 25.4 x 25.4 x 1.2mm 1.8m Black Anodised
Aluminium Square Tube (cannot find on the web)

1

$ 24.00

$ 24.00

Connect-it 2 Way Corner Joiner

2

$ 1.64

$ 3.28

Connect-it End Cap

2

$ 0.53

$ 1.06

Arlec White Ritter Sensor Solar Wall Light

1

$ 23.00

* $ 23.00

Metal Mate 10mm x 1m Galvanised Steel Round Solid

1

$ 5.68

* $ 5.68

Total

$ 117.94
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3 Windbreak Panels - cut from 2nd 900mm x 600mm sheet
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Alternative ways to attach the support arms
One alternative is to make 2 arms like shown below using the same aluminium tubing and “Connect-it
2 Way Corner Joiner”. This concept allows you to pull the frame apart for storage.
The idea is to create a frame that fits onto the caravan drawbar for mounting the barby platform. The
same support arms (created in this design) are used and an additional vertical pole and bottom arm are
added as shown below. Fit onto the drawbar using U-bolts (available at caravan suppliers).
The aluminium tubing is clicked together using the same “Connect-it 2 Way Corner Joiners” used in the
design with the barbs filed off as described on page 9.
Then frame is braced using 2 folding arms held onto the vertical pole with a bolt and nyloc nut. These
then fit onto the top & bottom arms using a bolt and wingnut.

This is a conceptual design. Dimensions will vary for each caravan

The lazy way - buy a stand (found online)
http://www.aussiedestinationsunknown.com.au/bbqarm
At time found on internet it was approx. $250 plus postage.

TIP: …or search for caravan drawbar mount for barby q on Google
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Alternative for light pole used to mount the Arlec Sensor Solar Light
TIP: This alternative is probably simpler to create a light pole as no thread cutting is required.

USE THE SAME TYPE OF ALUMINIUM TUBE USED IN THE SUPPORT ARMS
 Parts:
o Metal Mate 25.4 x 25.4 x 1.2mm 1m Aluminium Square Box Tube
- 1 required. Cost = $ 12.70
o Connect-it 3 Way Flat Joiner
- 1 required. Cost = $ 1.99
 To be positioned on the left hand support arm
o Measure 70mm from front end of the arm
o Cut out a 25mm section (to allow for the 3 Way Flat Joiner)
- Ensure that you shave, or file, off the barbs on each of the four sides of the 3 Way Flat
Joiner as shown because you need the light pole to slide in and out of the bracket
when assembling and pulling down the framework
o Fit the 3 Way Flat Joiner into the arm so that the “shaved” section points upward.
 Fit the light bracket’s backing plate to the top of the 1m square tube using rivets long enough
to fit through both.
 Mount the lights slide-on fitting to the backing plate using rivets long enough to fit through
both.
 Slide the light pole onto the 3 way flat joiner

Alternative light pole concept
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Gorilla Grip 2 part epoxy
From the Gorilla Glue website…
Gorilla takes epoxy to the Gorilla Tough level. With its superior solvent and water
resistance, Gorilla Epoxy adhesive is incredibly strong and durable for household and
automotive repairs alike. The easy-to-use syringe keeps the epoxy resin and hardener
separate, so it is easy to dispense. The two-part, gap-filling formula easily bonds steel,
aluminium, glass, wood, ceramic, tile and most plastics. Plus, it dries in an ideal, clear
finish that makes projects look spotless.

PRODUCT FEATURES







DRIES CLEAR: Ideal for clean, easy finishing
5 MINUTE SET: Plenty of re-positioning time for the perfect fit.
GAP-FILLING: Fills voids and bonds uneven and vertical surfaces.
WATER RESISTANT: Withstands moderate exposure to water
SOLVENT RESISTANT ONCE CURED
EASY-TO-USE SYRINGE: Separate barrels of epoxy resin and hardener keep
epoxy from hardening, plus syringe dispenses evenly and includes a cap for
multiple uses.

DIRECTIONS
1.

Prepare Your Work Area and the Surface
 If you’re using Gorilla Epoxy for the first time, or bonding a new type of material, we always
recommend trying a test piece first.
 Prepare your work area: It is recommended to use Gorilla Epoxy in a well-ventilated area. Be
sure your work area is protected from spills. Gather your mixing tray and stir sticks so that all
your supplies are together.
 Prepare the surface: To improve adhesion, roughen smooth surfaces before gluing. Then
clean and dry all surfaces to be bonded.

2.

Mixing Gorilla Epoxy
 Remove the black cap from the two syringes. With tip pointing upward, cut or snap the end
from tip of the syringes. With the tip still pointing upward, eliminate air and ensure even
dispensing by slowly pushing the plunger until both the resin and the hardener are at the tip.
 Push the plunger to dispense even amounts of resin and hardener onto a clean, disposable,
contained surface. The package itself can be used as a mixing tray. If you flip the plastic blister
shell over, you can use the small well as a starter dish to begin dispensing until both the resin
and hardener are flowing equally. Once the flow is even, move to the larger mixing well to
dispense your even ratio.
 Mix the two parts for about 20 seconds, until the mixture is uniform. Apply within 5 minutes.
 As you mix, you will notice that the epoxy warms up. This is a reaction that occurs as the resin
and hardener combine.

3.

Application
 After mixing is complete, apply Gorilla Epoxy within 5 minutes. The epoxy mixture will
continue to thicken and the bond strength will decrease the longer you wait to apply.

4.

Clamping
 To reach maximum bond strength, clamp project together and leave undisturbed.
 Important Cure Times
 Set: 5 minutes to apply and position
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 Handling: Allow to cure for 30 minutes undisturbed (no weight or handling)
 Final Cure: Allow 24 hours for load-bearing weight
Storage: To close, pull plunger slightly back. Wipe tip clean with dry cloth and align notch on tip and cap.
Close tightly.
Refer to website for First Aid and SDS information

TECHNICAL SPECS










Application Temperature ... 10° C to 37.8° C
Service Temperature.......... 23.3°C to 82.2°C
Outdoor.............................. Yes
Moisture Resistant ............. Water resistant – not recommended for continual water exposure
Paintable ............................ Yes - Can be painted with latex paint
Sandable............................. Yes
Stainable ............................ Yes - Can be stained with water based stain
Cured Color ........................ Clear
Storage Tips........................ Store in a cool, dry location. Keep resin and hardener separate.
Wipe tip clean with a dry cloth.
 Gap Filling........................... Yes

